In this paper, we considered the q-deformation of AKNS-D hierarchy, proved the bilinear identity and give out the τ -function of the q-deformed AKNS-D hierarchy.
Brief Review of the AKNS-D Hierarchy
In this section, we briefly review the general idea of AKNS-D hierarchy. The details can be found in Ref. [13] , [14] , [15] .
Definition
where A = diag(a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a n ) , U is an n-dim matrix function and u ii = 0. Resolvent of L is defined as a series :
which is communitive with L, i.e. [L, R] = 0.The elements of R are all differential polynomials of u ij . All of the Resolvents form an n-dim algebra over the field of constant diagonal series C(z) = where R (0) α = E α and E α is the matrix with the only non-zero element at the αα place. All elements of R (j) , j > 0 are differential polynomials without constants. The basic resolvents satisfy the relation R α R β = δ αβ R β . Take
The subscript + means taking non-negative powers of z. The hierarchy is the set of equations
where ∂ kα means ∂ ∂t kα , and t kα , k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , α = 1, 2, · · · , n is a set of time variables. In these equations, the variables ∂ and ∂ kα are not independent. They have the following relation :
Dressing method
Defineŵ
The operator L can be represented as the following form
The basic resolvents is given by
The formal Baker function is
then we have
The equation of the hierarchy are equivalent to
To avoid some passible confusions, from now on we use L(f ) or (Lf )to note an operator L act on a function f and use Lf to note two operator's multiplication.
Bilinear Identity and τ -function
The adjoint Baker function is defined as w * = (w −1 ) T which satisfies the adjoint equation
where
Proposition 1 (Bilinear Identity)
A bilinear relation
holds, where l = 0, 1, · · · and (k 1 α 1 ), · · · , (k s , α s ) is any set of indeces.Conversly, let two functions In this section, we will give some basic definitions about q-difference calculation and some useful relations without proof. Details can be found in Ref. [10] , [17] .
First, we introduce two operators :
The first difference between q-difference and ordinary differential calculus is the Leibnitz's law. The q-Leibnitz's law is
Using this Leibnitz's law, it is easy to show the following lemma
Another useful fact about q-difference is q-exponential function.It is defined as
where (a; q) k := k−1 s=0 (1 − aq s ) and (a; q) 0 = 1. The useful feacture of this function is that the behavior of exp q (x) acted by q-difference operator is just like the exponential function acted by the ordinary differential operator, i.e.
Other two useful relations about exp q (x) are :
Using above relation, direct calculation gives
where t
For later convenience, we define the q-commutater [ , ] q as
This bracket can be seen as the q-deform of the ordinary commutater. The operator D is coming from the q-Leibnitz's law.
Introduce a L 2 -metric on the function space as
Using this inner product, we can define the dual operator as usual
It is easy to show that (D q )
)D 1/q and we can prove that
be two q-pseudo-difference operator. Define
So we get
Direct calculation gives
That finishes the proof.2
q-AKNS-D hierarchy
Let L q = D q − zA + U, where A = diag(a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a n ), U is an n-dim matrix function with u ii = 0, for any i. Like the AKNS-D hierarchy, we define the resolvent R for L q as
i.e.
Take the formal expression of R into equation (27), we can get 
So all of the resolvents form an algebra.2
We can defineŵ
The existence ofŵ q is obvious, because we can rewrite above equation as
Using the form extension (30), we can solve theseŵ j at least formally order by order just like what we do in the classical case.
is a resolvent and has the following property
Theorem 3 Above definition can give out following equation
Theorem 4
Proof :
Using this relation, we can easily prove that ∂ kα B lβ − ∂ lβ B kα = [B kα , B lβ ].
Lemma 4 Every R can be fixed by its zero order term and R α form a basis of ℜ.
Proof : Using Eq.(29), we can get R (0) must be a diagonal matrix. (Here we require all functions that we deal with are bounded and continuous everywhere as the function of x) Because of Eq.(28), we can solve every R (j) order by order, the only freedom left is the constant diagonal part of R (j) which can be choose as zero. So the linear independent solutions are those whose zero order term is E α , that is why R α form a basis of ℜ. 2
Lemma 5 We can equivalently define the q-AKNS-D hierarchy as
Proof :The Theorem 3 show that the Lax pair definition can lead to above equation, what we need to do is to prove the converse direction. For ∀ α, β,
We have known that R α form a basis of ℜ, then we can express
On the other hand
Because R γ , R β are linear independent, we get c β =c γ = 0, so
Using this result, it is easy to show
and then we can just follow the standard way to extend the operator ∂ kα on w q by requiring ∂ kα w q = B kα w q and above result guarantees [∂ kα , ∂ lβ ] = 0 hold, so we prove the converse direction.2
Baker function and bilinear identity of the q-AKNS-D hierarchy
Define the Baker function as
Proof : Using the Eq. (3), we get 
ii) If
and they satisfy the following identity
2) w q is a solution of Eq.(35)
i) If w q is a solution of the q-AKNS hierarchy, we have
is a differential polynomial of B kα and it is easy to see that (f (B kα )) + = f (B kα ). Furthermore, we also know D q w q = (zA − U) · w q , then for ∀l ≥ 0 and ∀[λ]
for ∀l ≥ 0. This means that w q · (w * q ) t doesn't contain negative power term. From the formal expresion of w q and w * q , we know it also doesn't contain positive power term and the zero order term is I, so we get (w
Second,
From Eq.(37), we have
So we can see it contains no positive power term and the bilinear identity is
q ) = 0 for ∀l ≥ 0, which gives out
and we have known it is equavilent to equation
Using the formal expression of w q , direct calculation gives the highest order of D q w q · w −1 q is zA and the bilinear identity gives that D q w q · w 
The τ -function of q-AKNS-D hierarchy
In Ref. [10] , P.Iliev gives a way to construct the τ -function of the q-KP hierarchy. The main idea is to "q-shift" the time variables t kα of the classical KP hierarchy's τ -function and prove that the Baker function construct from this kind of τ -function satisfies the bilinear identity of the q-KP hierarchy. In this section, we will this way and generalize P.Iliev's method to the q-AKNS-D hierarchy.
Define : the q-shift of t kα is defined as
and for convenience, we also note as t + [Ax] q . x(q − 1) res z (z l (∂ which is holed for the classical AKNS hierarchy.
